Attached is Part B of


This is part of a Request for Proposal document issued by the South Australian Government for the selection of a preferred provider panel of electronic document and records systems.

On 9th August 2004, the preferred supplier panel was announced:
- Fuji Xerox
- Objective Corporation
- Tower Software.

The total RFP Document comprised:
Table of Contents
Part A – Conditions of Submitting a Proposal (18pp)
Part B – Specification (29pp) – this attached for your reading
Part C – Response Document (112pp)
Part D – Draft Agreement (86pp)
Attachments
- Attachment 2: South Australian Recordkeeping Metadata Standard

Permission to copy and distribute Part B has been given by the South Australian Government under normal copyright provisions, and for the use in instruction of students for educational purposes.

The RFP is produced by State Records of South Australia, Department for Administrative and Information Services. It is produced in keeping with the State Records standards which are referred to in the attachments, and are available from the State Records website.